by Anon on 2017-03-19
Kelsey was very sweet and general with my teeth..never had a better cleaning..rest of
the staff seemed cheerful too.will definitely be back!

NPS:

by Omaira Rivera on 2017-03-15
I love the hygienist who clean my mouth. I hope to always have her.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Libbey on 2017-03-15
I wouldn't go anywhere else! Great service, gentle caring. They keep me well
informed without pushing unnecessary services on me. Just feels like family there!

NPS:

by MATHEAU OSGOOD on 2017-03-08
Amazing people!

NPS:

by Jennie Sandland on 2017-03-02
Visiting the dentist is like lining up before a firing squad - a firing squad that wants you
to pay thousands of dollars first - every single person here was a joy to work with - so
helpful, so pleasant - not out to squeeze every dime out of you - highly
recommended! I immediately told my daughter to cancel her appt at the other clinic
and move over here.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-02
I got my teeth cleaned.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-25
Excellent service from administrative staff, hygienist and dentist.

NPS:

by Sierra Ralston on 2017-02-25
I have spent more time in and out of dental offices growing up than I would ever like
to admit; I have been through more dentists over the years than I have fingers and
toes & Dr. Gurr is by far my favorite! There is no doubt Dr. Gurr is passionate about
his work and his empathy and careful attention to detail in his dental work easily
match that passion. His staff is absolutely incredible as well -from the office ladies to
the assistants, I receive nothing but professional yet personable care. I have been
going to this dental office for years, I have never had a single issue and will follow Dr.
Gurr and his staff for life.

NPS:

by Damian Pierson on 2017-02-23
Quick, gentle, and friendly service cleaning and examining my teeth. Would highly
recommend these professionals to anyone and everyone I know... thanks!

NPS:

by Walter Stolberg on 2017-02-23
Very professional, caring and and knowledgeable. From the office staff to the dentist,
everyone does a fantastic job! I would highly recommend their services. .

NPS:

by KELSEE RILEY on 2017-02-18
Love this dentist! Staff is amazing!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-15
The staff a Lucille Dental is knowledgeable and articulate in their work.They go above
and beyond to provide the best service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-15
Very professional and the entire staff was friendly and informative.

NPS:

by Sandy Workman on 2017-02-13
My husband and I had a very nice experience with Dr. Gurr. We were very blessed by
the friendliness of his staff and the doctors treatment. I don't think I have had a better
experience with a dentist and I highly recommended him to my friends which have
already made an appointment! A heartfelt thank you to all at Lucille Dental and Dr.
Gurr for his love and care for his patients. May the Lord continue to bless this
practice.

NPS:

by Anne Curtis on 2017-02-09
Wonderful people and state of the art equipment.

NPS:

by Peggy Worland on 2017-02-04
My visit to Lucille Dental was a very good experience. Dr. Gurr and Kelsey took very
good care of my husband and myself. Office staff were very professional and nice.
Hope to develop a good relationship with Lucille Dental in the future.

NPS:

by Robert Bargewell on 2017-02-04
I was in and out quickly and efficiently. Dr. Gurr did a great job.

NPS:

by Gail Surrena on 2017-02-01
Great job! Very friendly and informative, as always.

NPS:

by Robert Bargewell on 2017-01-25
Always a good experience.

NPS:

by Rileigh Koch on 2017-01-20
The entire staff was so kind! I feel I am in good hands when i am there.

NPS:

by Richard Stevenson on 2017-01-20
very friendly and professional, felt I was being well taken care off.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-20
THE BEST!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-11
I was very pleased that Dr. Gurr could fit me in and fix a broken tooth on the day after
I called his office. However, after two days, I'm having pain in the area where the
work was done. I thought it might go away by itself, but in two days, it has not. I will
be calling him back to see if he can take a look and maybe make some
"adjustments." Thanks Dr. Gurr and team!

NPS:

by Kayla Morse on 2017-01-11
Dr. Kerr is the best dentist I've ever had! He is very kind and I am very pleased with
any dental work he has done.

NPS:

by Stephanie Hand on 2017-01-10
Everyone is so friendly and great about providing education to save time and cost for
the patients - thanks!

NPS:

by James Anderson on 2017-01-06
Excellent care and service. Very professional and friendly. Highly recommended.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-01
Experienced Dentist with exceptional staff!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-28
Great dentist!! Lovely Assistant!! I do not look forward to going to the dentist but the
experience was the best it could be due to their wonderful chair-side manner. Thank
you Dr. Gurr and Kayla :)

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-21
Best dentist Ive ever been to. Fast service. Everyone is nice. Doesnt try and lecture
you on what you can do better. Doesnt try to push you into agreeing to have extra
work done.

NPS:

by Danielle Shutka on 2016-12-20
Very professional staff.

NPS:

by Florence Hicks on 2016-12-19
I've already recommended you to friends, and we know how GOOD you all are, and
VERY KIND and Helpful.

NPS:

by Jarad Carter on 2016-12-17
That was a great cleaning! Thank you.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-14
The dentist was very knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-13
Encouraging words about brushing

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-13

Helpful tips on flossing. Thank you!

NPS:

by Holly McGee-Stuenkel on 2016-12-10
Dental art!

NPS:

by Brandi Sullivan on 2016-12-08
As someone who gets nervous about visiting the dentist chair, I appreciate Dr. Gurr's
bedside humor and concern to make sure I was doing ok. :)

NPS:

by Greta Hixon on 2016-12-07
Staff was very present and helpful. I am just waiting to hear back about what my
insurance will cover at this time. Otherwise I will see you all in six months.

NPS:

by Alyssa Williams on 2016-12-02
Great people! Always doing their best to take care of our dental needs and make it
easy for us!

NPS:

by Carol Hansen on 2016-12-02
What a wonderful visit-the staff is very professional/good atmosphere!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-01
Very clean office and friendly staff.

NPS:

by Dawn Domenico on 2016-11-22
Thank you Allison! My cleaning was exceptional. You were professional and caring. I
appreciate the teaching you gave me during the visit.

NPS:

by Esmeralda Sanpedro on 2016-11-22
We love all all these guys!! My kids dont usually like dentists but this office has
always been very friendly from office staff to med staff. They explain everything they
are about to do even to my children, going out of their way to make us all feel
comfortable. The Dr is very friendly & down to earth. I've recommended him to my
daughter for our 1yr old grandson, who is nervous and picky about who she uses for
all his medical care. She was pleased with how delicate they were with baby but also
with the new mommy.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-19
We love Dr. Gurr and his staff. They were able to work with our little lady who had
anxiety issues after she had been refused service at another dental office for those
anxiety issues.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-14
Dr. David Beistline and his assistant, Kayla, impressed me as being very competent
and professional. The office staff likewise was very efficient and cordial in setting up
the appointment and taking care of the paperwork. My visit was very enjoyable and
satisfying. I would recommend your services to anyone.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-12
This was my second trip to Lucille Dental, it is a great dental office! Efficient, clean,
and all staff are friendly!

NPS:

by Amy Nickerson on 2016-11-02
Great! Loved the friendly staff and learned a lot during my cleaning. The dentist
answered all of my questions and took his time to address any questions I had. Very
happy with my visit

NPS:

by Douglas VanWingerden on 2016-10-26
Lucille Dental is a great provider. I have always received top notch friendly service.

NPS:

by Joseph Worcester on 2016-10-22
it was fantawsome!!!!!

NPS:

by Keith Bettridge on 2016-10-19
great service and very accommodating as I needed to change my appointment.

NPS:

by Christine Inglet on 2016-10-17
Great treatment and great people!

NPS:

by James Laporte Jr. on 2016-10-13
I love Lucilla Dental the staff is outstanding and friendly. They are always ready to
help and will do whatever it takes to make your visit comfortable!

NPS:

by Veronica Pillans on 2016-10-12
Great experience! The dental hygienist left my teeth feeling amazing! The doc was
thorough in his exam and explained everything to me. When I went back to get two
cavities filled it was painless and quick! Great experience, highly recommend.

NPS:

by Gary Moore on 2016-10-11
Routine teeth cleaning. Both Dr and Hygienist are professional... know their jobs and
do it well. Offer suggestions were needed and do not promote "have to do now"
procedures. I appreciate that.

NPS:

by Jordan Miller on 2016-10-11
Did a great job always hated the dentists not this time.

NPS:

by Lesa Jeffreys on 2016-10-09
Everyone is very friendly

NPS:

by Kathryn Hays on 2016-10-06
Best dentist in the valley. All the staff is very friendly and caring.

NPS:

by Margaret Hein on 2016-10-04
They make the trip to the dentist a pleasant event. You leave with a smile on your
face.

NPS:

by Terry Gauntt on 2016-09-29
Very professional and yet personable flew back from Virginia just to do my regular
cleaning and exam. Feel like they are the best dental experience I've ever had!
Thanks! Will be back in spring 2017! Terry Gauntt

NPS:

by Freddie Garza on 2016-09-28
One of the better dentist I have interacted with. I don't "feel" that they are pushing
services on me and my family that are not medically required.

NPS:

by Beth Wright on 2016-09-28
I love the staff at Lucille dental. The Dental Hygienist gave me lots of good tips and
advice as she cleaned my teeth. Dr. Gurr is friendly and calm. The work he has done
on my teeth has been excellent. With "access insurance" the office gives me access
to the lower insurance prices rather than the higher "cash" prices I have been paying
at the other dental clinic--what a great idea. Thanks guys!

NPS:

by Kathryn Hays on 2016-09-27
Simply the BEST!

NPS:

by Patti Ricker on 2016-09-24
It's always good!

NPS:

by Dennis Ricker on 2016-09-22
My cleaning and check-up was professional, friendly, and provided helpful information
for my health.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-20
It is always such a good experience here, at Lucille Dental. The staff is friendly,
Doctor is energetic and full of positive energy, my kids always look forward to coming
in for their regular check ups.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-18
Everything went fine i always enjoy coming there

NPS:

by Rileigh Koch on 2016-09-17
Everyone was so kind and did a really great job!

NPS:

by Douglas VanWingerden on 2016-09-14
The dentist and all his staff are most friendly and caring in their duties. I have never
been very fond of going to the dentist but Lucille Dental has taken much of the
apprehension out of my dental visits.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-14
You all are so friendly and caring:)

NPS:

by Elizabeth Libbey on 2016-09-14
I wouldn't go anywhere else"

NPS:

by Apolinaria Hose on 2016-09-13
I was very surprise how well I was treated. I was happy of course especially Doctor
Gurr I think is his last name sorry I didn't get his full real name. He is full of smile and
respectful. I like that. I was surprise to see him how young he is I thought I am dealing
with an older dentist but it come out the opposite of what I was expecting. What a
pleasant surprise. Doc and staff keep up the good work. I will also thanking Rubin, he
such a nice and pleasant assistant of Dr. Gurr????? Too!!!!!

NPS:

by Marc Fox Jr. on 2016-09-13
Marc really enjoys his visits

NPS:

by Jessica Fox on 2016-09-13
My daughter loves her dentist and the staff

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-31
My check up was pleasant, quick, educational, and I enjoy have clean teeth. Thank
you for your great dental care!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-28
Grrrrreat experience. Dr.Gurr always has such a nice chairside manner and the
assistants are always so gentle. I would recommend this practice to all of my friends.

NPS:

by Dorothy Dyer on 2016-08-26
I was able to get in on short notice after losing a filling despite the fact that they were
busy. Friendly office staff, great experience, I would recommend Alaska Dental Arts to
anyone in Wasilla looking for a dentist.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-25
I always get excellent service and dental care at Alaska Dental Arts

NPS:

by James Bryan on 2016-08-19
Outstanding. An excellent and caring staff. Always a pleasure to have you as my
dental care provider. And this from someone who has harbored an excruciating fear
of dentists for decades. Thank you SO MUCH!!!

NPS:

by Kathy Moore on 2016-08-11
Dr. Grr and staff are all great. Dr. Grr always explains everything that will take place. I
appreciated his quiet mannerism which can be calming. Going to the dentist is not on

my list of fun things to do, but if the need arises I would recommend Alaska Dental
Arts

NPS:

by Allen Detert on 2016-08-10
Your new hygienist Kelsey was awesome fun and her attitude was excellent I enjoyed
the cleaning as much as one could Thankyou

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-31
They were able to get me in when I dropped by because I had a toothache. Very
pleased with my care.

NPS:

by Susan Hankey-Webb on 2016-07-30
Thank you from the bottom of my gums for the outstanding, professional care I
received from your entire staff last week. I had awoken with tooth pain and you were
able to squeeze me in for an exam and procedure that same afternoon. We had been
patients there with the previous wonderful dentist but we now spend much of the year
outside, where we also receive dental checkups. Thank you for keeping the great
care here in Wasilla at the same high level. Most gratefully, Susan

NPS:

by Dan O'Barr on 2016-07-25
The assistant who set the temporary crowns hit the side of my tongue two or three
times with a grinding wheel, making some very nasty lesions that are very painful.

NPS:

by Robert Bargewell on 2016-07-20
I always have a positive experience with Alaska Dental Arts.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-19
The staff was extremely polite and knowledgeable and Dr Gurr was very nice and
took time to explain the entire experience.

NPS:

by Brandi Crisman on 2016-07-19
I have been going to Alaska dental arts since last June and I have never had anything
but an amazing experience! And I have been many times since last June. Such
friendly sweet loving staff and amazing dentist! I would recommend anyone to have
this as your dentist and I assure you that you will not regret it for a second.

NPS:

by Maribeth Murray on 2016-07-15
I always enjoy coming to my appointments at AK Dental Arts. Dr. Gurr and his staff
are fantastic!!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-15
I had a filling replaced. I was seen right away with very little wAit time. Dr. Gurr and
the staff were friendly, and knowledgable.

NPS:

by Dorothy Ewald on 2016-07-08
I feel the office staff is competent and courteous. I like Dr Gurr and feel good about
his decisions regarding care and treatment plans

NPS:

by Rita Allen on 2016-06-29
Very little wait time, and friendly staff. Very thorough exam, and the doc explained
everything (including showing pictures) cincerning an upcoming procedure.

NPS:

by Renee Jensen on 2016-06-25
I always enjoy visits; everyone is friendly and the dentist explains his actions during
procedures and genuine in his interactions.

NPS:

by Debra Sellers on 2016-06-04
From the front desk, to hygienist, to dentist, all friendly and competent.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-02
Not only does Dr. Gurr make me feel extremely comfortable, but his entire office as
well. Thank you Alaska Dental Arts for making me feel completely comfortable to
come to the dentist again ;0)

NPS:

by Joseph Worcester on 2016-06-02
it was fine...very quick....

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-01
I got my appointment a half hour early and was able to get right in. Everyone in the
office is very friendly and helpful.

NPS:

by Laurie Johnson on 2016-05-25
The staff of Alaska Dental Arts show genuine care and concern for each patient.
Exceptional customer service!

NPS:

by Christopher Harsh on 2016-05-20
Great team with good attitudes.

NPS:

by Douglas VanWingerden on 2016-05-19
Staff is friendly and helpful. The hygienists are thorough and efficient. Dentist will
explain his recommendations but will offer options and support your decision on
procedures.

NPS:

by Anthony Irsik on 2016-05-18
They were very respectful when explaining things to my teenager. They didn't treat
him as a child. He walked out of there feeling confident in his brushing capabilities,
and is looking forward to the next cleaning visit.

NPS:

by Christina Irsik on 2016-05-18
They took time to explain to my 10 year old how to floss with dental floss instead of
"flossers". In her goodie bag that she took home, they put in a couple of "yummy"
tasting toothpaste for her to try. She hasn't cared to much for the flavor of toothpaste
that I purchase.

NPS:

by Samantha Irsik on 2016-05-18
Was super sweet with my 6 year old daughter. She loves being there, and looks
forward to coming again in 6 months.

NPS:

by Donna Irsik on 2016-05-18
Excellent knowledge in a variety of dental care

NPS:

by Martin Kihn on 2016-05-18

I arrived with dirty teeth and left with clean teeth kinda like going through a carwash
but on a smaller scale.

NPS:

by Carol Nash on 2016-05-17
All excellent

NPS:

by Tara Lappi on 2016-05-15
I was amazed at the care I received..from the office staff to Dr Gurr..I am so happy
and relieved to find such an amazing dental practice that treated me so kindly .very
affordable and worked with my schedule to get me in the next day..my dental
emergency was handled so well I'm telling everyone I know to go here

NPS:

by Dieter Schreiber on 2016-05-11
It was a very good experience as always.The staff was friendly and professional and
always has been,thats why I keep going back.Great bunch offolks.

NPS:

by Kathleen Kollert on 2016-05-03
The staff and Dr. all were very kind and helpful. I'm very pleased with the results.
Thank you, Kathy

NPS:

by Patti Price on 2016-04-30
It was on time quick and through!

NPS:

by Joseph Worcester on 2016-04-14
the doctors beard is fantawsome!!!!

NPS:

by Douglas VanWingerden on 2016-04-13
My cleaning and checkup went well. The hygienist is friendly and does a great job.
The dentist was friendly and personable as usual. Thanks.

NPS:

by VIRGINIA BEAR on 2016-04-08
Fast, friendly, and efficiently thorough from the waiting area to settling the bill.

NPS:

by Gary Moore on 2016-04-08
I felt that the cleaning I got was very through and well done! She really got all the
plaque out from places that I knew had issues. I would request her again.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-29

Everyone was helpful, efficient and caring!

NPS:

by Malinda Blanchard on 2016-03-22
The doctor was great. The assistant and the lady who cleaned my teeth were so nice
and friendly. They were very thorough and quick.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-22
Like the place

NPS:

by Rhonda Bowdoin on 2016-03-22
Fast and friendly staff and dentist.

NPS:

by Lenora Vanvalin on 2016-03-17
I was impressed that the dentist looked at the coding of my treatment and saw that
my insurance plan had a different code that saved me a lot of money. Thank you, Dr.
Gurr!

NPS:

by Dennis Ricker on 2016-03-16

My cleaning was efficient, pain-free, and professional. My exam was thorough and my
questions were answered.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-27
Excellent. Service is fast, helpful, respectful, friendly, and professional. The best
dental service I've ever had.

NPS:

by Martin Kihn on 2016-02-25
The gentlest work ever performed on my mouth for the 64 years I have owned it.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Goodman on 2016-02-24
I always receive phenomenal care by Dr Gurr. He & his staff are knowledgeable and
caring. I would recommend him to any of my friends or family.

NPS:

by KAITLIN DAULT on 2016-02-19
I came here after having a terrible experience at another dentist. I am amazed at how
welcome I felt at Alaska Dental Arts. They immediately assisted me in sending me
new patient paperwork to fill out before my first appointment. The receptionists that I
dealt with were really wonderful in helping me understand the insurance, and the den
tail hygienist was very friendly and made conversation with me. The dentist was
amazing! He was very friendly and made sure that all of my needs were met. He gave
me new information and made me feel very comfortable. I will definitely be
recommending Alaska Dental Arts to many people.

NPS:

by Martin Kihn on 2016-02-17
The BEST care I have ever had by a Dental Hygienist.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-10
Everyone was very professional and pleasant, making a "trip to the dentist" a great
experience. Hmmm, is that possible? At Alaska Dental Arts it's so!

NPS:

by Ryan Marsolais on 2016-02-07
Great!

NPS:

by Aaron Helmericks on 2016-02-06
Great service.

NPS:

by Joseph Worcester on 2016-02-03
its exqusit!!

NPS:

by Robert Bargewell on 2016-01-28
Dr. Gurr did a great job, as always

NPS:

by Paulina Shaw on 2016-01-21
AWESOME!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-20
Awesome service, I'd recommend alaska dental arts to everyone

NPS:

by Robert Bargewell on 2016-01-14
I always have a pleasant visit.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-14
I was treated very well. i felt at home in a professional environment,

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-13
The staff at Alaska dental arts is awesome!!

NPS:

by Gary Moore on 2016-01-12
Dr. Gurr and Ruben handled my crown prep yesterday and I can honestly say it was
the best experience that I have had with this sort of procedure. Dr. Gurr has gotten
faster and Ruben was very professional with his duties. I have had other crowns done
and it helped me to know what step we were on. After the top of the tooth is ground
down and the grooves established it is practically over for me. The build up and the
shaping of that is a non event. Everything else was done fast and efficiently. I cannot
recommend them enough.

NPS:

by Sierra Ralston on 2016-01-09
I have spent A LOT of time in various dental offices over the years & I can honestly
say, without a doubt, this is the best dental office I have ever experienced. Dr. Gurr &
his entire staff are incredibly caring and competent. Dr. Gurr is a perfectionist in his
work, he breaks everything down into laymans terms & he makes time in between
chairs to explain procedures without making me feel rushed. He & his dental
assistants are very personable & attentive during the whole process; it is very obvious
your comfort is their top priority. The front desk is just as respectful -they always go
above and beyond & even with my most annoying questions I have never caught
even a glimpse of attitude. Overall it is a great office, modern technology, the dental
work is beyond excellent & they have made a customer for life.

NPS:

by Brenda Brayshaw on 2015-12-25
Very professional and on time getting dental work done Will recommend Alaska
Dental Arts to others

NPS:

by Sun Pawlak on 2015-12-23

Great staff! They worked us in to the schedule on pretty much short notice.

NPS:

by Jarad Carter on 2015-12-22
I love going to this dentist. They treat me like family.

NPS:

by Kathy Moore on 2015-12-17
Very friendly and painless!!

NPS:

by Stacy Burks on 2015-12-17
Nice friendly ppl

NPS:

by Brenda Brayshaw on 2015-12-17
Professional and helped with decisive measure of determine what the next step I
need to do Thank you

NPS:

by Travis Ellingson on 2015-12-09
Excellent dental facility. Staff and Dr. strive for excellence.

NPS:

by Brandie Gries on 2015-12-09
My visits are alway pleasant. Everyone is welcoming and have a great attitude.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Kauffman-Maldonado on 2015-12-04
I had an awesome visit! Thank you so much!!!!

NPS:

by Laurie Johnson on 2015-12-03
I was truly impressed by the entire staff of Alaska Dental Arts! The staff made feel
totally relaxed! I've had really negative experiences with the dentist. I'm proud to say,
I didn't shed ONE tear during my visit! Thank you!

NPS:

by Stacy Burks on 2015-11-25
Really friendly and my kids like them that's a plus

NPS:

by Isiah Davis on 2015-11-25
I really like them

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-24
Great experience, very helpful staff. Would recommend!

NPS:

by Josiah Davis on 2015-11-21
Really nice and I really like them

NPS:

by Nataliya Kudryn on 2015-11-18
The service was great! For waiting longer than usual to get called I received a $10
Starbucks giftcard! How aweosme is that? My dental hygienist Sherry, did a thorough
job on my teeth. I don't think I've ever had such a good cleaning. Highly recommend
Alaska Dental Arts.

NPS:

by June Price on 2015-11-12
Let's be honest, dental work is never fun for the patient, but the crew at Alaska Dental
Arts made it as pleasant and painless as possible. I found myself thinking that I liked
the people there that evening, something I normally don't do in regards to such a
relationship. An ability to connect on a human level is high praise and I freely give it
here.

NPS:

by Christopher Harsh on 2015-11-12

The team at ADA is very professional and kind, I've recommended ADA in the past
and shall continue to do so.

NPS:

by Pat Check on 2015-11-06
Dr. Gurr did as promised - no pain for my extraction. Now, if they could make a silent
drill......

NPS:

by Joseph Worcester on 2015-11-06
To expensive

NPS:

by Allen Detert on 2015-11-05
Excellent service I don't hate going to the dentist anymore it had been 15 years now I
go regularly. They really work with on the insurance also

NPS:

by June Price on 2015-11-03
I'm new to AK Dental Arts but, so far, have been impressed. Service has been not just
quick but with a smile and they've gone the extra yard to make my visit pleasant,
sorting thru insurance info so that I don't have to deal with it at the same time as I'm
receiving treatment. My dental procedure was quick, painless, and follow-up was
comprehensive and helpful. I have no hesitations in recommending them and, in fact,
already have.

NPS:

by Steven Clay on 2015-10-30
My hygienist was professional and friendly, I scheduled a return visit and am
completely satisfied.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-25
All were nice and he is very good dentist! Very gentle.

NPS:

by Tamara Mill on 2015-10-17
Super friendly staff, and they gave friendly advise without preaching. Competitive
pricing, and when they did extra X-rays, it was still the price that was quoted over the
phone.

NPS:

by Jessie Washington on 2015-10-14
I have to say, I was very pleased with the service I received at Alaska Dental Arts.
They talked to me directly about what's going on in my mouth; and not like I was a
third person just sitting there. They actually checked things out with my mouth and
jaw that I've never had checked before and that seems crazy to me but I'm very
thankful and pleased! Both the doc and the assistant were amazing people and I have
to say they did SUCH a thorough teeth cleaning, it's never been as wonderful as
here. I would highly recommend them and have already been spreading the word
around my work and family. Wonderful, wonderful!!

NPS:

by Joseph Worcester on 2015-10-08

Fantawesome!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-03
friendly and competent service!

NPS:

by Devin Grant on 2015-10-02
Had a great experience, I was treated very well

NPS:

by Dorothy Dyer on 2015-10-01
Nice people, nice atmosphere, was a pleasant dental visit experience!

NPS:

by Marietta Giyer on 2015-09-29
Received wonderful treatment by the hygienist and Dr. Gurr during my visit. During
the check-up and teeth cleaning a small cavity was found. Dr. Gurr was so
considerate of my particular time frame and he took care of the cavity right then. I
truly appreciate not only the service but the caring of the staff and Dr. Gurr.

NPS:

by Scott Shellhorn on 2015-09-24

I have had two appts. so far. The office staff is polite/professional and greeted me
with a smile both times. Brook (the hygenist) is very nice, easy to talk to and does
great work (my teeth look and feel good) Dr. Gurr is polite, easy to talk to, informative,
has a sense of humor, does very good work. They have not made me wait for my
appointments, both of my have been on time. I can foresee AK Dental Arts being my
dental office for a long time. I would not hesitate to recommend them to anyone that is
looking for quality dental care.

NPS:

by Lani Barton on 2015-09-23
Always a great experience. Friendly and professional staff. Short wait times. Love the
reminder texts!

NPS:

by Karen Cleveland-Cass on 2015-09-19
Great dentist and staff is awesome !

NPS:

by Scott Shellhorn on 2015-09-11
The office staff is very polite and greets people with a smile. Brooke is very nice, easy
to talk to and does excellent work. Dr.Gurr is very nice, easy to talk to, does great
work and is an asset anyone seeking quality dental care. I would highly recommed
Alaska Dental Arts to friends.

NPS:

by Scott Shellhorn on 2015-09-11

The office staff is very polite and greets people with a smile. Brooke is very nice, easy
to talk to and does excellent work. Dr.Gurr is very nice, easy to talk to, does great
work and is an asset anyone seeking quality dental care. I would highly recommed
Alaska Dental Arts to friends.

NPS:

by Twana Cooper on 2015-09-05
I really did like everyone they were all friendly. And the dentist was pretty cool also.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-28
Outstanding staff and service. Thank you.

NPS:

by Dani Bettridge on 2015-08-26
My visit to your office was so painless and enjoyable. The staff is friendly and
professional. I received good explanations of what to look for during my treatment. It
was quick and I felt great when I left your office. Thanks.

NPS:

by Ronald Huffman on 2015-08-25
Friendly, professional, personable and experienced ....

NPS:

by Katherine Hayes on 2015-08-22
The best Dentist and staff in Wasilla!

NPS:

by Twana Cooper on 2015-08-21
Everyone was real friendly and that is where I will have my dental work done. He was
really great. Vw ill be there again here soon. Thanks Twana.

NPS:

by Dani Bettridge on 2015-08-19
My first experience at Alaska Dental Arts was great. The hygienist taught me things I
hadn't known although I'd been going to the dentist for fifty plus years. I understand
more about taking care of my teeth now. The experience was pleasant. The
atmosphere of the office was friendly and helpful.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-18
Too bad Alaska Dental Arts doesn't give a discount when paying for services in cold,
hard, green cash! Or give seniors some sort of break in their fees.

NPS:

by Jason Langen on 2015-08-18
While few dental experiences are good, this experience ranks #1. The staff was
friendly, helpful, knowledgeable, professional, and very thorough. Dr. Gurr identified
mistakes by my previous dentist, that I suspected but could not prove. He was also
very good at developing a proactive plan to reduce the need for major surgeries. My
wife and I will definitely be making this our dental care home!

NPS:

by Judy Cochran on 2015-08-14
Very satisfactory treatment of patient and their needs and concerns.

NPS:

by Brad Washburn on 2015-08-14
Great service

NPS:

by Madison Douglas on 2015-08-04
I received amazing care from Dr. Gurr. I have terrible anxiety about dental work and
Dr. Gurr and his staff was so accommodating to my needs. I would highly recommend
Dr. Gurr.

NPS:

by Peggy Newcombe on 2015-08-04
I woiuld give an average, The staff was nice, but they had me come in 30 minutes has
they had some blank time and I did . I then sat in the waiting room for 20 minutes so
U=I wasted some of my vacation tme, as it it stayed as it was I would only have been
there for an hour and had planned to use my lunch hour to do the work. Also the
nitrus machine was malfunctioning and so I was panicked while they were working.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-04

Great service!

NPS:

by Natasha Bowers on 2015-08-04
One tooth pulled and three fillings ~ didn't even take an ibuprofen afterwards.
Excellent work, great experience. I would highly recommend.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-03
A great big Thank You to Doctor Gurr, Ruben and staff. I have had some pretty bad
experiences at Dentist offices before, you guys rock! I understood what I would be
paying, I understood what was happening while I was in the chair and I felt no pain. It
was a wonderful experience and I have my smile back!! Just so you know I have been
smiling at everyone ever since. I would recommend you to anyone I know.

NPS:

by Judy Cochran on 2015-08-01
My experience with this last visit was much better, even though I understand that the
dental assistant is still learning that individual has a much better "bedside manner"
and actually seems to care about the comfort of the patient.

NPS:

by Katherine Hayes on 2015-07-31
The Best Dentist in Wasilla. Very modern equipment and friendly staff.

NPS:

by Robert Bargewell on 2015-07-29
You are always accommodating if appointments need to change. You and your staff
are professional and explain details on procedures.

NPS:

by Judy Cochran on 2015-07-23
I feel that the female dental assistant/technician needs to take a few classes on
"bedside manner" as she is way to rough with the patient and does not explain
whatever procedure she is about to perform on said patient. I personally do not like
this sort of treatment and if she had been my first experience there then I would not
have gone back. I also did not appreciate the laughing and joking banter that took
place between the dentist and said assistant while they were working on my teeth! I
don't feel that I had 100% of their attention on the work at hand being done to my
teeth!

NPS:

by Peggy Newcombe on 2015-07-23
The staff and the Dr have been very nice and took good care of me.

NPS:

by Gretchen O'Barr on 2015-07-16
Usually going to the Dentist is a negative experience, but this is dental work that
makes you feel relaxed and comfortable with no stress. I love this place!

NPS:

by Gretchen O'Barr on 2015-07-10
It was an awesome experience as usual This is the place to go for people who don't
like to go to the Dentist. It will change your mind!

NPS:

by Margaret Hein on 2015-07-08
My experience at Alaska Dental Arts was excellent. From the moment that I was
greeted by the receptionist through my cleaning by the dental hygienist, doctor's
examination and explanation of insurance coverage, I was treated with great care and
professionalism. Who would think that a trip to the dentist could be a pleasant one. I
left with a happy, sparkling smile.

NPS:

by Patti Ricker on 2015-07-07
I always have a great experience at AK Dental Arts. Everyone is so nice and I feel I
get very good care.

NPS:

by Thomas Murray on 2015-06-18
Always a pleasure!! Very knowledgeable excellent customer service!!

NPS:

by Jarad Carter on 2015-06-13
I love the friendly staff and dentist!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-12

Great Dental office. Gental! Which is the way I like it when people have sharp things
in my mouth!!!!

NPS:

by Adele Morgan on 2015-06-05
Kind, prompt, knowledgable, clean and thorough!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-03
Very kind, very human in their practice & demeanor. They recommend the best care
possible, but do not berate the patient if that isn't a feasible option for them. I will
continue with them as long as I can afford to. :)

NPS:

by Douglas VanWingerden on 2015-05-22
Going to the dentist is not one of my favorite things to do but the folks at Alaska
Dental Arts have turned this once dreaded experience into a pleasant one. They are
all very friendly and accommodating. From my annual cleaning and checkups to the
sometimes necessary drilling, I have been very satisfied with their service. They
recommend procedures but give options and explanations and I have never felt
pressured into their recommendation.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Goodman on 2015-05-22
I was thoroughly impressed with Dr Gurr. He was very kind in administering
treatment. It was clear that his concerns were genuine and he truly desired to help me
have a pain free mouth. He and his staff were pleasant, knowledgeable, professional
and kind. I would highly recommend Alaska Dental Arts and Dr. Gurr to my friends
and family and already have.

NPS:

by Emily Miller on 2015-05-21
Very pleased with the care/service received.

NPS:

by Kathryn Hays on 2015-05-19
Best Dentist in town. All the staff is wonderful!

NPS:

by Douglas VanWingerden on 2015-05-10
Very friendly staff. I appreciate the advice, recommendations and options without any
pressure to quickly consent to a prescribed procedure.

NPS:

by Renee Jensen on 2015-05-07
Great service with welcoming staff.

NPS:

by Shelly Meyer on 2015-05-07
Great staff and great service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-02
I was very happy with the outcome of my dental appointment. I always feel that I am a
valued customer.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-24
Dr Gurr and all the staff are very friendly and professional.

NPS:

by Jewels Espinal on 2015-04-24
office is clean, always have good music on, and accommodate me and all my siblings
in one day.

NPS:

by Christopher Harsh on 2015-04-23
I really enjoy my visits, the staff is kind and very professional. I also appreciate the
automated reminders.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Libbey on 2015-04-15
I love this dentist! Always soft spoken and gentle, makes going to the dentist a bit
more tolerable

NPS:

by Bonnie Basler on 2015-04-13
I do not dread going to the dentist anymore since experiencing Dr. Gurr & staff's
cheerful, efficient & professional environment. I appreciate everyone's willingness to
explain my procedures & conditions in a way that I can understand. You all show
great patience in answering my questions & that is very important to me. I do not
suffer pain while under your care, and all of you want me to express pain, if it does
occur. Two thumbs up!

NPS:

by Diana Conley on 2015-04-09
I AM VERY IMPRESSED WITH THE SEVICE AND UNDERSTANDING AND CARE
THEY HAVE FOR ME I AM VERY EXCITED ABOUT WHATS INSTORE FOR ME
ITOTALLY FEEL COMPLETELY SAFE IN THEIR CARE

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-25
I have other health issues that affected my visit. The staff was extremely responsive
and helpful, and made me as comfortable as possible. I highly recommend them.

NPS:

by Lisa Pearson on 2015-03-13
I always enjoy coming to my appointment, the staff is amazing and the Doc also takes
the time to listen and address any concerns I may have.

NPS:

by Rachel Davis on 2015-03-12
No complaints.

NPS:

by Kimberly Burns on 2015-03-11
Excellent staff and care

NPS:

by Kathleen Brown on 2015-03-06
Very helpful and friendly staff. Very good at explaining what they will be doing and
why. Always smiling and willing to go that extra mile to make sure the visit goes
smoothly.

NPS:

by Karen Cleveland-Cass on 2015-03-05
love this office!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-05
Very friendly staff!!

NPS:

by Emily Miller on 2015-02-21
Wonderful service and was able to get us in same day the issue arose.

NPS:

by Dennis Ricker on 2015-02-21
Thorough exam. Good information.

NPS:

by Steven Clay on 2015-02-19
I would like commend Alaska Dental Arts for their professionalism. My recent visit
was comfortable, painless and encouraging, my hygienist was professional, friendly
and easy to be with. Thank you Steven Clay

NPS:

by Lexi Hayes on 2015-02-19
We love Dr. Gurr and his team. They make the dental experience comfortable and put
our anxiety at ease.

NPS:

by Jessica Smith on 2015-02-17
Made me feel guilty for not flossing

NPS:

by Patricia Chapman on 2015-02-12
Had a great appointment and the staff are always professional and courteous.

NPS:

by Gary Moore on 2015-02-05
Never one of my most enjoyable moments (visiting the dentist), Dr. Gurr and Heather
make the task an easy one!

NPS:

by Katherine Hayes on 2015-01-22
Wonderful staff! Best Dentist in Wasilla :)

NPS:

by Gretchen O'Barr on 2015-01-10
Excellent "bedside" manner by all staff. Dentist was skilled and caring.

NPS:

by Allen Detert on 2015-01-09
Best dental experience I've had. Can't get five stars people had there hands in my
mouth for two hours. Other than that it was good

NPS:

by Diane Conway on 2015-01-08
had a very good experirnce. Everyone was very nice and was very professional.

NPS:

by Robert Bargewell on 2015-01-07
Was able to get in on short notice. The doctor examined me and explained what
needed to be done and completed the procedure promptly.

NPS:

by Kathryn Cavalier on 2014-12-24
Dr. was very patient and made sure I was comfortable and in no pain before
proceeding.

NPS:

by Judith Dervaes on 2014-12-12
My first experience was by phone and the receptionist was pleasant and welcoming,
a good sign! Chris explained everything in detail. I have a clear idea of my needs and
choices. dentally and financially. Each staff person was cordial and helpful.

NPS:

by Josh Bolinder on 2014-12-12
Quality of service is excellent. I appreciate the genuine concern of the staff.

NPS:

by Thomas Murray on 2014-12-06
thank you for a wonder experience! very professional and up front and honest!

NPS:

by Elizabeth Libbey on 2014-12-05
Always friendly, great staff. I'm very pleased with everything I've had done

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-26
Everything about our experience at ADA was excellent. The care, attention to detail,
communication, cleanliness, and follow up were all just about perfect. We recommend
them to family and friends without reservation.

NPS:

by Karen Cleveland-Cass on 2014-11-21
Very good experience!

NPS:

by Jeff Stetz on 2014-11-10
My fiance and I are both new patients, and we were both extremely happy with the
care we received. Personally, I do not typically enjoy going to the dentist, but I can
honestly say that my experiences here were great. My fiance has far more experience
going to the dentist, and she spoke equally highly of our care here. Bottom line, we
cannot recommend them highly enough!

NPS:

by Timothy Turner III on 2014-11-08
Excellent service.

NPS:

by Carol Hansen on 2014-11-08
Very efficient staff/Easy access to office, pleasant and friendly

NPS:

by Rita Allen on 2014-11-07
Everyone on staff ( receptionist, hygentist ,and doctor) were polite and took the time
to explain everything that was being done., They were very thorough and gave great
advice on ways that I can continue to care for my teeth.

NPS:

by Cynthia Johnson on 2014-11-07
The entire dental team is friendly and professional... They put my anxiety about
visiting the dentist at ease.

NPS:

by Alimansaran Brady on 2014-11-06
Professional and welcoming service!

NPS:

by Peggy Boswell on 2014-11-04
Wow! what a caring staff/dentist and all with great personalities - that doesn't come
together in one workplace very often. I was very impressed at the care and detail of
explanation that was provided to me and my daughter. I am so appreciative that this
office offered a groupon for exam, xrays cleaning etc. It had been 2+ years since we
had seen a dentist. Feel so much better, and know our pearly whites appreciated it.

NPS:

by Allen Detert on 2014-10-31
Quick easy get in and get it done very helpfully on the billing. Look forward for the
next time

NPS:

by Christina Irsik on 2014-10-17
They were helpful in giving me suggestions in brushing techniques, and improved
dental hygiene. This lessens my chance for cavities, and I'm all for that!

NPS:

by Anthony Irsik on 2014-10-17
Interested in checking out the new Invisalign braces, that are clear and easier to
maintain. So glad that they offer it.

NPS:

by Samantha Irsik on 2014-10-17
Hygienist very sweet with kids.

NPS:

by Donna Irsik on 2014-10-17
Knowledgable and fabulous dentist. The hygienist was gentle and considerate.

NPS:

by Kim Blocker on 2014-10-16
Was a little rushed on time but everything else was great.

NPS:

by Margaret Hein on 2014-10-08
The clinic was clean and well maintained. The staff, friendly and very professional. My
hygienist did an excellent job on cleaning my teeth. Dr. Gurr was friendly, yet
professional and very attentive to my questions or concerns. I was in and out in no
time but never felt rushed.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-08
Great staff--everyone was very friendly and took the time to educate me and make
sure I understood what was going on! My appointments all started on time and went
quicker than expected. I highly recommend Alaska Dental Arts!

NPS:

by Christopher Harsh on 2014-10-07
Staff was very professional, kind and courteous .

NPS:

by Herb Fey on 2014-09-26
Was openly welcomed. When I needed to re schedule, it was done immeaditly. I am
happy with the procedures that were done. It was done in a timely manner.

NPS:

by Constance Price on 2014-09-15
Your office was prompt friendly and efficient! I am so glad you took my mother-in-laws
insurance and could help her!

NPS:

by Susan Miller on 2014-08-30
I have had 2 cleanings there and I didn't feel it was very thorough. It used to be that
the hygenist would really polish the teeth individually and you came out feeling like
your teeth were so clean and smooth. These last 2 cleanings, they just swept the
cleaning brush over the tops of the teeth ,by the gumline and this lasted just a few
seconds for maybe each tooth. I'd say it has been disappointing.

NPS:

by Patti Ricker on 2014-08-30
Very thorough and friendly.

NPS:

by Jessica Laporte on 2014-08-13
Friendly staff! :)

NPS:

by Ronald Scherp on 2014-08-13
Hello,I am very satified with the dental work performed on me a week or so ago.My
new upper dental partial is performing well and also looks good too.Thank you for

giving me back my smile I missed it.You Dr.Gurr know your stuff and do it well.My
wife likes my new smile also.Your attendants were very good and extremely helpful
during my visits.I look forward to seeing you again If it's neccessary.My total
experiance their was excellent. Thank You! Ron Scherp

NPS:

by Gary Moore on 2014-08-08
I feel the staff and doctor are extremely professional and are truly looking after my
best interests. Changing dentists always presents issues but Dr. Gurr has earned my
trustl

NPS:

by Karen Cleveland-Cass on 2014-08-07
I am very happy with my experience there. She rocks! I am so glad they did the xrays
and found all the damage and together we can get my gums back in shape!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-07
I received professional and courteous care. I would recommend this practice to those
whose health care is important to them.

NPS:

by Stacey Hoffman on 2014-08-04
The office was busy, I had to wait 30 minutes from my appointment before being
seen. They were professional though and everything was clean. I would recommend
them.

NPS:

by Roger Brown on 2014-08-03
The good Doctor and his compitent staff have gon out of their way to make my dental
care a success!

NPS:

by Anne Curtis on 2014-07-27
A nice experience, as always!

NPS:

by Anne Curtis on 2014-07-18
Fabulous team!

NPS:

by Courtnie Bachert on 2014-07-18
Very comfortable and friendly

NPS:

by Richard Meaney on 2014-07-17
My first visit to Alaska Dental Arts was great! Every person there from reception to
hygienist to dentist greeted me in a professional, yet personable, manner. Quality of
service was the best I've had at a dentist office. I'm happy to be a customer/patient
and satisfied that my entire family will be able to receive care at Alaska Dental Arts.

NPS:

by Cheryl Kajdan on 2014-07-15
Dr Gerr and his staff are very efficient, friendly and kept me fully informed of my
choices and possible outcomes. My mouth provides a challenge to their skills and I
appreciate their forthrightness.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-04
Wonderful, honest, accomidating people!

NPS:

by Kaitlyn Mays on 2014-06-11
Alaska dental arts is fantastic! They took great care of our whole family. Dr. Gurr and
his staff made the whole experience wonderful for my kids.

NPS:

by Jean Carter on 2014-06-04
Great staff, Great Dentist. I felt very well taken care of. No pain! I was informed of
every issue and was very happy with my many visits!

NPS:

by Valery Kudryn on 2014-05-31
Pleasant staff, good experience.

NPS:

by Katherine Hayes on 2014-05-30
Very friendly staff! The Dental Hygienist put me at ease quickly as my heart was
racing since I had not been to the Dentist for many years. Kris Gurr is Fantastic and I
would recommend him to everyone I know!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-23
I appreciate Dr. Gurr' care. I appreciate the way he explains exactly what is needed
and he gives an option if there is one available. His staff is wonderful and very
efficient.

NPS:

by Margaret Hein on 2014-05-21
I was seen promptly. The receptionist, dental assistant were very polite and
professional. Dr Gurr repaired my tooth quickly and did an exceptional job. Thank you
for a pleasurable experience at the dentist. Hum... "pleasurable" and "dentist" two
words that don't normally go together. That's saying a lot.

NPS:

by Hector Torres on 2014-05-12
Gerry good

NPS:

by Joseph Johansen on 2014-05-10
Staff was very friendly and got us in within an hour from when I called them about an
emergency appointment for my son. We appreciated the fast action and the great
attitudes of the staff!

NPS:

by Rebecca Merrill on 2014-05-02
Everyone makes me feel like a person and not just another patient!

NPS:

by Ralph Mann on 2014-05-01
Had a crown replacement procedure that was absolutely painless and a pleasant
experience which is hard to imagine, but true!

NPS:

by Marcie Alexion on 2014-04-20
Staff is very courteous, punctual and knowledgeable and seem to like their job!!
Doctor took the time to demonstrate and explain why procedure should or should not
be done. Seemed very honest. Over all a nice experience for going to the dentist!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-17
At first I was unsure of another change in our dental office, but I think Dr. Gurr and
staff are a great, young vibrant crew.

NPS:

by Gary Moore on 2014-04-15

Staff was very personable and capable. They were able to "catch" a problem with a
previous root canal and referred me to a wonderful endodontist! If they had not
caught this, I am sure that it would have been trouble in the waiting. Thanks to
everyone there!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-11
Friendly professionals

NPS:

by Jerry Famolari on 2014-04-09
(1-907)775-0887

NPS:

by Gary Moore on 2014-04-02
Caught the need for a re-do on an existing root canal. Referred me to a specialist and
she was amazed that they were able to see the infection that was on two of the roots.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-01
I had a filling put in. Dr. Gurr did an excellent job. He sincerely cared about my
comfort. Plus, the filling was very smooth. When the numbness wore off, I couldn't
even tell that it was there.

NPS:

by Margaret Hein on 2014-04-01
Professional, polite, and attentive to a quality cleaning and exam. Thank you

NPS:

by Cathy Ledbetter on 2014-03-23
I didn't like that that they are charging for missed appointments. This sometimes
happens to the best of us without even knowing. When you make appointments 6
months in advance and you don't always get a card to remind you......missed
appointment can happen by accident. I just didn't like that we could get charged for
this. I teach and getting appointments after 4:00 has always worked for me but not
now with the changes......would like to see more late appointment times for us
teachers. Over all the new changes are good. Thank you!

NPS:

by Karen Huff on 2014-03-22
I was in the chair for 2 hours...I found Dr. Kris Gerr and the staff to be friendly and
supportive during the entire process. They went the extra mile to make sure that I
would not experience pain in the treatment area despite the chronic pain I suffer
elsewhere. He is the second dentist I have seen since my previous long-term dentist
left last year and I have no qualms about staying with him. BTW, I am no longer
ashamed of my smile!!

NPS:

by David LaSelle on 2014-03-21
I am very pleased with the service and comon sense(some might say "uncomon" in
this day and age) approach to my situation and needs.

NPS:

by Gwendolyn Black on 2014-03-21

I appreciated some of the new information you both had. It was a very good
experience. I was the crabby lady with the sore mouth. Brooke was very gentle with
me!

NPS:

by Christina Irsik on 2014-03-20
As Christina's mother, I must say that Kris is the best dentist that I have had in my
whole life. And I've been around 40+ years. Super impressesed. I hope that my
daughter can have him as her dentist for the rest of her life.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-18
Like all of the staff. Dr. Gurr. He is very gentle and informative of your dental needs.
He gives options about the care that is needed. He is also the first dentist that took
the time to check for oral cancer! .

NPS:

by Natalia Keradie* on 2014-03-03
The Best

NPS:

by Carolyn Musgrave on 2014-02-18
I appreciate the fact that Alaska Dental Arts was prompt, the staff was friendly, and
the dentist was clear, informative, and honest. (He didn't try to sell me on something I
didn't need at the time, while others have tried.)

NPS:

